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Abstract
From Barbaric world to Modern life man has experimented many things. The inquiry was
done over clothing, cookery, attitude and even the thinking. Just like an accidental incident
reformed us to cook the food by fire, the communication developed itself by evolving letters
and languages. Every language has its own grammatical structure and style. As we are
globally relying on the language English for the prospects and official proceedings, we are
obliged to know how it has to be used. Without which the recognition will be preoccupied.
This study will enquire the problems in the Articulation of Alphabetical Letters and will
clearly help to resolve it. The techniques and modern advancements will surely pave way for
proper pronunciation. The detailed study will give complete satisfaction to the learner.
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Introduction
In the beginning, when the god created human, the creation did not have a proper language.
But the holy creation has some pattern to communicate with each other. And it is identified in
the period of Nomadic life as Gimmicks and Sign Language with unrefined way. The tonal
variation and pitch decided the meaning of expressions. Later the language with grammatical
structure professed widely and it was accepted for global communication. Thanks to the
advancement of Scientific and Technological Development through which human society has
developed the fastest and accurate expressions. (7 lines)
Nevertheless, the perfection seed was not scattered in an entire manner. Around the world
there are some places still remains with the lagging condition. Candidates which deprived
economic condition relying on the school with less exposure. And so the foundation of
education was not so strong to cope up the competitive world. The study will clearly
scrutinize the problems and rectification can be done for the "Problems in the Articulation of
Letters". This study won't narrow its observation with letter alone, because it has an eye on
Sentence also. (6 lines)
Learn phonetics in nutshell before stepping into Articulation:
After the utilization of profound and universal language structure, the presentation turned
much impressive. Before moving to the Articulation of sound, we must know how many
letters are used for Speaking and Writing. For the written style, there are 26 letters we have in
wide usage: whereas the speaking style has 44 sounds on its own. (4 lines)
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Accordingly, to the pronunciation, it differs accordingly to the utilizer and he is very much
affected by culture and traditional usages.
Bilabial Plosives- /pa/ and /ba/
Fricatives - /fa/
Larynx - /l/
Nasal - /na/ and /ma/
Diphthongs - /t∫/ and /d
(highlight - 1)
∑
The barrier in the articulation starts when there was not enough practice of words in
childhood days. We have tongue – twisters in the modern education system. But not all the
schools are giving practice regarding this. Most the schools are encouraging the students to
muck up the lessons to perform well in Exams. That will reflect when a candidate with less
exposure faces a candidate with high exposure. If the problems of not knowing the difference
of sounds automatically inferiority complex will arise. (13 lines)
Regional Difference (Slang)
English has the most accepted style in a worldwide manner and it is identified as
"DIALECT". We were introduced with American English, British English, and Indian
English. In Indian English, the articulating personality will face definite confusion whether he
is indeed perfect in Pronunciation. But actually not. The language has been tested by the
fluctuation of the tongue by their convenience. During the speech, it won't affect much. Yet it
will disturb the habitual practitioner to misspell and to make a blunder in the write-up. To a
learner of a new language undoubtedly the expert is needed. (7 lines)
(For Example):
1. Chennai people will spell the word “COLLEGE” as /kalaidge/
But the Malayalam speaking people will spell the word “COLLEGE” as /koleidge/
2. Telugu speaking people will feel comfortable by calling “sirlu”
But the in Bombay people will spell the word “saab”.(Highlight -2)
This study is not finding fault with individual difference of pronunciation. But it is the prime
time to put forth the question such as, Are we perfect in spelling the word? .The linguistic
experts should form a society and by making use of social network should have to work on
the teachings of good pronunciation. To the new learner, the functions of the speech system
should be feed in a deep manner. (9 lines)
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Figure: 2
Back to the reading habit:
Unfortunately, most of the members nowadays forgot to taste the real flavor of Books in the
library. Not like the mobile or laptop, the books won't spoil their health. Habitual reading
will give peace and pleasure to the mind. Most of the vocabularies are gained through the
library. The new learner can do vast reading practice. By lending books to home and by
reading the lines in a louder manner will shape the pronunciation. (5 lines)
Newspaper reading:
Reading a news article from popular English Newspaper is yet another way to improve the
language power. In some colleges, it is mandatory to read the newspapers and they have to
submit the assignment on the basis of the things that which they learned.(3 lines).There is a
truth that one will get lots of creativity power if he or she habitually read the articles and
reviews from Newspapers. Research Scholars will encourage the new innovations and new
theories and it has to be published every now and then. The academic achievement will not
be measured through the marks of any candidate but by the innovative skills and updated
information of him (Ref: 1)(5 lines)
Impact of poor pronunciation:
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Initially, the fellow friends will humiliate if we are not proper in pronunciation. But we
should not get fret by those sort of teasing words.
There is a quote which clearly says
“Men may come and men may go
But I have promises to keep
And miles to go before I sleep - says the value of targeted life. (6 lines)
(Ref: 2)
The role of Software in the learning of English Language:
Nowadays there plenty of Software available in the Android and Java application supporting
devices. Such as 1.Phonetics app 2. Utter the word app 3.mispelled words 4.exercises in
pronunciation. The candidate who is lagging in pronunciation could install these apps and can
make use of these for the better improvement of uttering the words. (4 lines)
Conclusion:
“If you are talented just show it and prove it” – says an old adage. (Ref: 3)
So the candidate who is suffering a bit in uttering the words of English should develop the
actual usage of it. He should not feel shy and must get rid of fear. Because the fear will ruin
the entire progress of a personality. The impressive pronunciation will apparently gain a good
impression among the literary society. One must have the exponent in language and should
practice in a regular mode until the spectators perceive the satisfaction of speech. (6 lines)
TOTAL LINES: 69
References
1.him (Ref:1) - he refers to the new learner of a language or a student.
2. “Men may come and men may go
But I have promises to keep
And miles to go before I sleep - says the value of targeted life. (Ref: 2)– this reference was
given to indicate the strong grit is essential in learning anything despite the insult and
suffering obtained. These poetical lines are derived from the poem of Robert Frost a famous
literary personality.
3.“If you are talented just show it and prove it” – says an old adage. (Ref: 3)
For the perfect recognition one must work hard and when the chance erupts it is the
obliged duty to show it to the public. We must confine the talents.
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